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Abstract: Internet-of-things (IoT) devices are vulnerable to

malicious operations by attackers, which can cause physical

and economic harm to users; therefore, we previously pro-

posed a sequence-based method that modeled user behav-

ior as sequences of in-home events and a base home state to

detect anomalous operations. However, that method mod-

eled users’ home states based on the time of day; hence, at-

tackers could exploit the system to maximize attack oppor-

tunities. Therefore, we then proposed an estimation-based

detection method that estimated the home state using not

only the time of day but also the observable values of home

IoT sensors and devices. However, it ignored short-term

operational behaviors. Consequently, in the present work,

we propose a behavior-modeling method that combines

home state estimation and event sequences of IoT devices

within the home to enable a detailed understanding of long-

and short-term user behavior. We compared the proposed

model to our previous methods using data collected from

real homes. Compared with the estimation-based method,

the proposed method achieved a 15.4% higher detection ra-

tio with fewer than 10% misdetections. Compared with the

sequence-based method, the proposed method achieved a

46.0% higher detection ratio with fewer than 10% misde-

tections.
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1 Introduction

Smart homes with multiple internet-connected home ap-

pliances have become widespread as part of the internet

of things (IoT). More than 12 billion IoT devices were

deployed in 2020, and it is estimated that the number

of IoT appliances now surpasses the number of non-IoT

versions [1]. Users can connect to their IoT devices (e.g.,

washing machines, home sensors, and cooking stoves) via

smartphones and smartwatches. The growth of this trend

is expected to continue indefinitely [1].

However, with this growth, the risk of cyberattacks tar-

geting home IoT devices increases [2]. A major type of cy-

berattack on home IoT devices is the distributed denial-of-

service attack, which affects multiple IoT devices simulta-

neously based on the devices’ inherent vulnerabilities [3,4].

Fortunately, countermeasures exist [5–7].

Notably, it is very difficult to maintain the boundary

security of IoT devices [8] because they employ many differ-

ent communication protocols and connect to many differ-

ent platforms. Moreover, proper boundary security would

be exceedingly expensive [9]. Therefore, anomaly detection

systems that comprehensively monitor a smart home or

a smart factory to detect abnormal (out-of-the-ordinary)

IoT behaviors (e.g., signals, operating status, and error re-

porting) [10–12] are needed. For example, Sivanathan et al.

proposed a monitoring system that analyzed legitimate be-

haviors of IoT devices by classifying their traffic flows [10].

Distributed denial-of-service attacks on smart homes have

been detected by comparing suspicious traffic with usual

behaviors based on home occupancy [11,12].

Notably, cyberattacks on IoT devices create significant

additional human risks [13]. In particular, attacks that take

control of home IoT devices are considered dangerous not

only in cyberspace but also in the physical world. For ex-

ample, simultaneous attacks on high-power IoT devices can
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suddenly increase energy demands and lead to power out-

ages [14]. As a discrete example, it has also been shown

that in-home IoT televisions can be hijacked from the in-

ternet [15]; similar attacks have been shown to affect smart

phones and smart watches [16].

To address attacks on home IoT devices leading to

anomalous operations, we previously proposed a detection

method [17] that modeled the behavior of users from se-

quences of events in their homes to assess normal behaviors.

This sequence-based method trained its model by storing

event sequences based on the time of day so that deviations

from operations could be detected. However, this sequence-

based method was too simplistic, and the home state was

not studied in detail; hence, it was noted that an attacker

could optimize attacks by studying the time-of-day behav-

iors.

Subsequently, we proposed another anomaly detection

method [18] that modeled home states by estimating the

sensed values and operating statuses of IoT devices. That

estimation-based method calculated the operating prob-

ability of the IoT device and assessed anomalies based

on a baseline threshold. The estimation-based method

achieved a better detection accuracy than a method to de-

tect anomalous operation based on only the time of day

information. As the estimation was based on the current

home situation, it was difficult for attackers to exploit the

system because they could not easily estimate the timing

when an attack would be likely to succeed. However, this

estimation-based method could not grasp user activities in

detail over short periods.

Therefore, in this study, we propose a detection

method that models user behavior by combining state

estimation and behavior sequences of in-home activities

performed over short periods. Hence, our sequence-based

method can grasp the short-term activities of users in de-

tail, whereas the estimation-based method grasps the long-

term transitions of the home state. The proposed method

stores the sequences in the estimated home states. Then,

the proposed method calculates the occurrence probabil-

ities of sequences, including detection target operations,

and it detects anomalous operations when the probability

is lower than a threshold value.

We simulated the proposed method and compared

the results to those of the previous sequence-based and

estimation-based methods using datasets of behaviors and

sensor values collected from real homes.

The remainder of this article is organized as follows.

We describe anomaly detection methods for operations of

home IoT devices in Section 2. The proposed method, in-

cluding the estimation of the in-home situation, storage of

behavior sequences, and their combinations, is described

in Section 3. Then, we report on the evaluation of the pro-

posed method and the corresponding results in Section 4.

Finally, we conclude the paper and discuss possible avenues

for future research in Section 5.

2 Related Works

Here, we explain detection methods of anomalous oper-

ations that learn user behaviors based on their usage of

home IoT devices.

Ramapatruni et al. proposed a method to detect

anomalous operations. Their method used hidden Markov

modeling (HMM) to learn a single user’s normal activi-

ties. HMM parameters were then trained with information

obtained from IoT sensors. Then, the trained HMM de-

tected anomalous operations when the probability of that

operation occurring was lower than a baseline threshold.

The accuracy of this method was demonstrated using a

dataset collected from a smart-home environment. The au-

thors collected detailed activity information on the user

entering and leaving the home and the operations of the

consumer electronics therein. Additionally, IoT activities

from the living room, bedroom, bathroom, and closet de-

vices were recorded. This method learned the behaviors of

a single user in detail. However, the method could not be

applied to a home containing multiple users [19]; it was ex-

amined in our previous work [17]. It is difficult to deploy

this method in real homes because most involve multiple

users, which greatly increases the difficulty. In contrast,

our proposed method models the situation while focusing

on the states of the home instead of the states of the user.

Furthermore, the proposed method uses information that

can be easily collected from commercially available IoT sen-

sors and home gateways. Therefore, our proposed method

can be applied to real home environments.

We previously proposed a method to detect anoma-

lous operations even in cases of multiple users by utiliz-

ing their sequence of behaviors [17]. This sequence-based

method detected anomalous operations at the home gate-

way, which was connected to all home IoT devices, sensors,

and smartphones. The home gateway collected two types of

information: the state information of the operations of de-

vices (e.g., time of day, room temperature, and humidity)

and the presence or absence of users in the home based on

the statuses of their smartphones. The home gateway sub-

sequently classified the states of the home by constructing a

table of sensed values, storing the sequences of operations of

IoT devices and data on the entry and exit of users in each

cell. Finally, the home gateway judged whether legitimate
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or anomalous operations occurred by comparing sequences

of current operations to the stored sequences of the current

state. This sequence-based method handled cases of multi-

ple users by constructing their sequences from the mon-

itored operations. However, the sequence-based method

used only the time-of-day information in the table to clas-

sify the states. Therefore, an attacker could estimate the

optimal attack times based on the time of day. Owing to

the large impact of sequence information utilization, the

sequence-based method achieved high accuracy. However,

the detailed analysis of state learning was deficient.

Hence, we proposed another anomaly detection

method that estimated the states of a home based on the

sensed values and operating statuses of IoT devices. This

estimation-based method calculated the operating proba-

bility of each state and detected anomalies when the prob-

ability was low. The study compared this estimation-based

method to one that used only time-of-day information, con-

firming that the estimation-based method was more accu-

rate [18]. Therefore, an attacker could not exploit the sys-

tem based only on time-of-day information. However, the

method could not learn the short-term behavior patterns

of users. Additionally, some details needed to be corrected,

owing to the inadequate observed data.

In this study, we propose a more accurate detection

method that combines the estimation- and sequence-based

methods. The proposed method determines the current

state in the home via estimation and the state transitions

by learning the behavior patterns of users. Furthermore, we

improve the estimation-based method [18] to achieve higher

accuracy by fixing details and correcting the observed data.

3 Anomaly Detection Method

based on In-home Situation

and Behavior Sequence

We propose a new model that learns the behaviors of IoT

users in a home to detect anomalous device operations

as a safeguard against cyberattacks. The model learns se-

quences of user behaviors alongside corresponding states of

the home. When an operation does not match the trained

model, the model flags the operation as anomalous.

3.1 Models used for detection

The proposed method estimates home states and stores

behavior sequences collected over time. First, it defines a

timeslot scheme and updates the home status in each slot

throughout the day. During training, the model calculates

the state transition probability, a, and the operation prob-

ability, b, using the labeled home state as the training data.

The method then estimates the home state by calculating

the state probability of the training data using a and b. Fol-

lowing the calculation, the operation sequences of the home

IoT devices are stored according to the estimated home

state. High-probability sequences are considered legitimate

behaviors. The overview of the learning model is described

in Fig. 1. After storing the sequence, the proposed method

calculates the probability b′ of each behavior sequence that

occurs in real time.

State State State 

Opening 
refrigerator

Using cooking 
stove

State model of the home Operation sequence

Fig. 1: Overview of the training model of the proposed method.

According to the estimated home state “State s3”, a cooking

stove is used after opening a refrigerator.

Next, we describe the components of the proposed

model.

3.1.1 State of the home

The proposed method labels and estimates the current

home state, su,d, which is combined with the activity states

of the users, u, and the usage states of the devices, d, ob-

tained using the sensor values of IoT operations.

The activity state of users, u, reflects the situation of

users in the home (e.g., all users are away, at least one user

is home and active, or all users are sleeping). Variable u is

thus defined several ways according to the home environ-

ment and the number and attributes of users. For example,

“active,” “out,” “sleeping,” etc. can be considered; thus, we

can set u as u ∈ {active, out, sleep, . . . }.

There are four types of usage states, d, related to how

home IoT devices are used. The state prior to use is before,

the state after use is after, the state during use is use, and

others are none. Thus, the device state, d, is defined as

d ∈ {use, before, after,none}.

Furthermore, the proposed method calculates the state

transition probability a to forecast the changes in the home

state over time. Because user behaviors differ greatly dur-
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ing day and night, the state transition probability, a, in the

home varies depending on the time of day. Therefore, in

our model, the state transition probabilities are defined for

each timeslot of the day. The transition probability ak(i, j)

from state i to state j in the k-th timeslot of each day is

defined by Equation (1), where sk is the state in the k-th

timeslot.

ak(i, j) = P (sk = j|sk−1 = i). (1)

Additionally, the proposed method calculates the op-

eration probability, b, to reflect the activity of the users

to the home states as devices are operated. The operation

probability b differs for each state i and for each opera-

tion x. Therefore, in this model, the operation probabilities

are defined for each state. The operation probability b(i, x)

of the operation x in state i is defined by the following

Equation (2):

b(i, x) = P (x|s = i). (2)

3.1.2 Sequence of events in the home

The event sequences in the home are stored and used for

detection. The information is obtained from the home net-

work via IoT operation packets, including information of

the connection and disconnection of smartphones.

As with the sequence-based method, an event sequence

is defined as a series of events performed within Tseq s,

where Tseq is a parameter determining whether or not

events are considered as a sequence. We consider actions

A and B to be a series if they satisfy Equation (3), where

timeA and timeB are the times when actions A and B are

performed and Diff(timeA, timeB) is a function that ob-

tains differences in seconds between timeA and timeB .

Diff(timeA, timeB) ≤ Tseq. (3)

Furthermore, after storing the sequences in the esti-

mated states, the proposed method calculates the behav-

ior sequence probability b′ for detection. When the pro-

posed method identifies an event sequence including the

operations of the detection target device, the probability

of occurrence of sequences is calculated by multiplying the

state probabilities by the behavior sequence probability b′.

The behavior sequence probability b′(i, y) in state i of the

sequences y is defined by Equation (4).

b
′(i, y) = P (y|s′ = i), (4)

where s′ = i means that the estimated state is i.

3.2 Training the model

The proposed method trains the model using data col-

lected from the home divided into timeslots. We assign

the observed values and labels of the home states su,d to

the timeslots. Then, the proposed method calculates the

state transition probability, ak(i, j), according to the la-

beled states, su,d. The proposed method also calculates the

operation probability b(i, x) that the device is operated in

each state. Next, the proposed method calculates the state

probability α(s) with a and b. The proposed method gener-

ates multiple sequences assuming that the homes have mul-

tiple users. Based on the calculated state probability α(s)

and the generated sequences, event sequences are stored for

each estimated home state. Then, the proposed method cal-

culates the operation probability b′(i, y) in each estimated

state. The rest of this subsection explains the details.

3.2.1 Labeling the training dataset

To create the training data, we divided the observed data

into multiple parts using timeslots and labeled the states

accordingly. The state s is set by combining the activity

state of the users u and the usage state of the device d as

defined.

The state of the users u is set using IoT sensor data

according to predefined rules. Because these rules vary de-

pending on the target device, the type of IoT sensors, and

the number of users, we set the labeling rule according to

the scenario.

The device state d is determined based on the time

the target device is operated. As shown in Fig. 2, we define

the four states of the target device d as follows. use indi-

cates that the device is in use, and before indicates that the

device will be used within TX timeslots. Similarly, after in-

dicates that the device has been used within TY timeslots,

while none denotes other states. Variables TX and TY are

parameters.

Operating device

Time

Device
state 

slots slots

Length of a time slot

Fig. 2: Labeling rule of device state d, where TX is 3 and TY is

2.
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Furthermore, to change the state for each device op-

eration, we update them as observed. An example of the

learning data is described in Table 1.

3.2.2 Calculating state transition probability and the

operation probability

Based on the labeled home states for changing timeslots, we

calculate state transition probabilities ak(i, j) from state i

to state j at the k-th timeslot during the day. This is used

to calculate the probability αt(s) that the home state s is in

timeslot t. Although the time of the state transition varies

daily, similar state transitions occur in similar timeslots.

Therefore, ak(i, j) is calculated by Equation (5) by consid-

ering the data from the k−TZ -th timeslot to the k+TZ-th

timeslot of each day.

ak(i, j) =























































k+TZ
∑

m=k−TZ

Nm+1,j

k+TZ
∑

m=k−TZ

Nm,i





k+TZ
∑

m=k−TZ

Nm,i 6= 0





0





k+TZ
∑

m=k−TZ

Nm,i = 0



 .

(5)

The variable Nm,i represents the number of timeslots

in the training data at the m-th timeslot of the day, the

state of which is labeled as i. TZ denotes the number of

similar timeslots around the target. Parameter TZ has a

different value for each k; thus, we set the minimum value

that satisfies
∑k+TZ

m=k−TZ
Nm,i 6= 0 for all states i. Even if

∑k+Tmax

Z

m=k−Tmax

Z

Nm,i 6= 0 is not satisfied for all states i, where

Tmax
Z is the maximum value for TZ , we set TZ as Tmax

Z .

We next explain how to calculate the operation prob-

ability b which is used to correct the state probability α.

Operation probability b(i, x) denotes the probability of the

number of the operations x of the IoT device in state i.

b(i, x) is calculated using Equation (6):

b(i, x) =



























∑

k N
(x)
k,i

∑

k

Nk,i

∑

k

Nk,i 6= 0

0
∑

k

Nk,i = 0.

(6)

Note that N
(x)
k,i

represents the number of occurrences

of operation x in the state i in the k th timeslot of the day.

If there are no operations x in the training data, b(i, x) is

set to 1 for all states i to avoid incorrect transitions.

3.2.3 Calculating state probability

The proposed method calculates the state probability α for

each timeslot of the training data by the calculated a and

b. Then, the proposed method stores the sequences of home

events using the training data by the estimated home states

because the proposed method stores sequences not only in

the current home state but also in similar states. To deter-

mine the similar states, we use the calculated state prob-

ability. By storing sequences in the states that satisfy the

conditional probability expression, we can store sequences

in the similar states.

When the timeslot changes, the state transitions from

the state of the previous timeslot using the learned state

transition probability, a. First, the proposed method cal-

culates α̂t(i), the probability of state i when the timeslot

is changed to t, using the learned state transition probabil-

ity ak(i, j).

α̂T (t)(i) =
∑

j

aK(t)(j, i)α(T (t)−∆T )(j). (7)

Variable K(t) is a function that returns the corre-

sponding K(t)-th timeslot of the day with timeslot t; T (t)

is a function that returns the time corresponding to times-

lot t, and ∆T indicates a very small time. By considering

the case that, in the previous timeslot, the state proba-

bility, α, is updated by using the operation probability, b,

Equation (7) uses the state probability at T (t)−∆T . Then,

the proposed method calculates α based on α̂ so that the

sum of the state probabilities of each state is 1 using Equa-

tion (8):

αT (t)(i) =
α̂T (t)(i)

∑

j α̂T (t)(j)
. (8)

When we observe an operation x of a home IoT de-

vice, the proposed method updates the state probability α

using the operation probability b(i, x). First, the proposed

method calculates α̂T (x)(i) according to Equation (9).

α̂T (x)(i) = b(i, x)α(T (x)−∆T )(i), (9)

where T (x) represents the time when the proposed

method observed operation x. Then, the proposed method

calculates the state probability, α, after the operation of

the home IoT device using Equation (8).

3.2.4 Storing sequences

Based on the calculated state probability α, the proposed

method stores the behavior sequences to estimated states.
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Tab. 1: Learning data samples include the observed information, the labeled states, and variable characters. The labels change even in

the same timeslot according to the operations of the devices. In this table, we set the length of the timeslot to 1 min. As a sample rule

for the state of users u, we set sleep when the CO2 value is higher than 35 and the noise value is lower than 1, 500. As a sample rule

of the device state d, we set TX as 1 and TY as 1.

Date information Observed information Labeled states

ID Date
k-th timeslot of the day

CO2 Noise Operation
Users Device Home

/t-th timeslot of the data u d su,d

4350 2020/1/3 23:56:00 1438/4318 34 1520 — active none sactive,none

4351 2020/1/3 23:57:00 1439/4319 34 1520 — active before sactive,before

4352 2020/1/3 23:58:00 1440/4320 34 1520 — active before sactive,before

4353 2020/1/3 23:58:20 1440/4320 34 1520 Refrigerator_Open active before sactive,before

4354 2020/1/3 23:58:35 1440/4320 34 1520 Cooking oven_On active using sactive,cooking

4355 2020/1/3 23:59:00 1/4321 34 1520 — active after sactive,after

4356 2020/1/4 00:00:00 2/4322 41 1480 — sleep none ssleep,none

First, we must generate the sequences based on the ob-

served operations and the users entering and leaving. This

will account for multiple users operating devices within

Tseq s of each other. When the users operate devices from

their respective smartphones, we can identify correct be-

havior sequences by classifying those who operated which

home IoT device based on the IP address of the operating

smartphones. There are many cases where it is impossible

to distinguish which user performs each operation. Thus,

as with the sequence-based method [17], we generate mul-

tiple types of sequences from a simple series of events by

removing some of them for training. For example, when ac-

tions A, B, and C are performed within Tseq s, equations

Diff(timeA, timeB) ≤ Tseq, Diff(timeA, timeC) ≤ Tseq, and

Diff(timeB , timeC) ≤ Tseq are satisfied. timeA, timeB , and

timeC represent the times when actions A, B, and C are

performed, respectively. In this example case, we generate

and use all seven types of event sequences: A-only, B-only,

C-only, A-B, B-C, A-C, and A-B-C. If actions A and B

are performed by the same user, and action C is performed

by another, the correct event sequences, A-B and C-only,

are learned. However, incorrect sequences, such as A-only,

B-only, A-C, B-C, and A-B-C are also stored. If sequences

A-B and C-only are frequently performed by users, the cor-

rect sequences will be stored multiple times. Therefore, by

using only the sequences that are greater than or equal to

a given threshold, we can identify frequent behaviors.

After generating the sequences, event sequence y,

which is related to the operation of the detection target

home IoT device, is stored for each state in which the se-

quences are performed. We can determine the states for

which the proposed method stores the sequences from the

calculated probability, αt(i), in state i at timeslot t. We

select either Equation (10) or (11) and store the sequences

into all states satisfying the selected one.

α(T (y)−∆T )(i) ≤ Lα, (10)

Rank(α(T (y)−∆T )(i)) ≤ LRank. (11)

Note that T (y) represents the time during which se-

quence y occurs. Here, Rank(α(T (y)−∆T )(i)) is a function

that returns the number from the top of the state proba-

bility of i of all states, such as 1st, 2nd, etc. Lα and LRank

are the parameters. When there are no states satisfying the

selected equation, the proposed method does not store the

sequence.

After storing the sequences, we calculate the behav-

ior sequence probability b′(i, y) in estimated state i of the

sequence y for detection. We can then calculate b′ using

Equation (12):

b
′(i, y) =











M(i, y)

N ′

i

N
′

i 6= 0

0 N
′

i = 0,

(12)

where M(i, y) is a function that returns the occurrence

times of sequence y in the estimated state i from the train-

ing data, and N ′

i is a function that outputs the number of

timeslots of the training data estimated as state i.

3.3 Detection using the learned model

After training the model, when an event sequence,

y, includes operations of the detection target device,

the proposed method calculates the state probabil-

ity α(T (y)−∆T )(i) using Equations (7), (8), and (9).

The proposed method calculates the probability of oc-

currence δ(T (y)−∆T )(y) of the sequence y by multiplying

the state probabilities, α(T (y)−∆T )(i), by the behavior se-

quence probability, b′(i, y), as described in Equation (13):
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δ(T (y)−∆T )(y) =
∑

i

b
′(i, y)α(T (y)−∆T )(i). (13)

When the calculated occurrence probability, δ, satisfies

Equation (14), the proposed method detects the operation

as an anomalous operation.

δ(T (y)−∆T )(y) < nL(y). (14)

Function L(y) returns the length of sequence y; the

length of the sequence reflects the number of events com-

prising the sequence. nL(y) is a parameter of the sequence

constructed by L(y) events. We set multiple thresholds for

each length of the sequence because long sequences are rare.

4 Evaluation

To evaluate the proposed method, we simulated anomaly

detection using data from two real homes. We evaluated

the effectiveness of each part by comparing the detection

results to the results of alternative methods.

In this evaluation, we chose the operations of a cook-

ing stove as the detection target device. We prepared the

proposed method according to the target device and the

home environments.

4.1 Evaluation environment

Here, we describe the details of the detection simulation

of the proposed and compared methods. First, we explain

how the datasets were collected. Then, we set the pro-

posed anomaly detection method suitable for each home

by defining the states of the home and the labeling rules.

Thereafter, we describe the metrics of the comparison and

present the results.

4.1.1 Data collection in real homes

We collected data of user behaviors and observed the values

of the installed home IoT sensors from two real houses,

A and B1. Home A had two users who operated devices,

and home B had one. We used monthly data of each home

1 The collection experiment of data on the in-home activities

of users and sensor values in real homes received approval from

the Research Ethics Committee of the Graduate School of In-

formation Science and Technology, Osaka University.

as one case for the simulation, resulting in 20 cases. We

describe the case using the data of home A as A1, A2, . . . ,

A10 and home B as B1, B2, . . . , B10.

First, we collected the date information of events, in-

cluding operations of consumer electronics and user en-

try/exit statuses, as shown in Table 2. Because each home

included home appliances that were not connected to the

internet, we collected their information by asking users to

record their device use times. For the simulation, we as-

sumed that each home appliance was an IoT appliance,

and the recorded operation logs were used for the purposes

described. Logs were compiled as buttons were pressed on

the home appliances and when users entered and left the

home. Because there were several omissions in the collected

logs, we corrected them via labeling rules, as described in

Section 4.1.2.2.

Tab. 2: Collected operations and events by our experimental

system deployed in real homes.

Device or event Action

User position Entry / Exit

Room light On / Off

Air conditioner Cooling / Heating / Turning up /

Turning down / Off

Electric fan On / Off

Heater On / Off

Washing machine On

Refrigerator Opening

TV On / Off

Cooking stove On / Off

Microwave On

Toaster oven On

Rice cooker On

Then, we installed IoT sensors in each home and col-

lected the sensor values shown in Table 3 in 5 min intervals.

Tab. 3: Collected sensor data from installed IoT sensors in real

homes.

Sensor data Range of sensor values

Room temperature 0 - 50°C

Humidity 0 - 100%

Atmosphere 260 - 1,260 mbar

CO2 0 - 5,000 ppm

Noise 30 - 130 dB
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4.1.2 Settings of anomaly detection method

To simulate anomaly detection for a cooking stove, we set

up the state of the home and labeling rules. For this evalu-

ation, the timeslot was assumed to be 1 min for capturing

state transitions.

4.1.2.1 Setting home states

We set the usage state of the devices d based on cooking

states: d ∈ {use, before, after,none} because cooking stoves

are frequently used during cooking. State use refers to the

cooking state, before and after indicate times before and

after cooking, respectively, and none implies other states.

Note that to grasp the cooking state exactly, we also used

operations of the cooking appliances other than the cooking

stove to label the states d. Specifically, when the cooking

stove, microwave, toaster oven, or rice cooker was operated,

we set d as use; the details are described in Section 4.1.2.2.

We set the activity state of the users as u ∈

{active, out, sleep}. Hence, at least one person was active,

everyone in the home was out, or everyone was sleeping,

respectively.

We set the home states su,d by combining u and d.

However, states sout,use and ssleep,use did not exist be-

cause users cannot cook while they are sleeping or out of

the home. Hence, we set 10 states excluding the above for

detection.

4.1.2.2 Labeling rule

Using the defined states from Section 4.1.2.1, we labeled

each timeslot of the training data. In consideration of pri-

vacy concerns, we labeled the home states from the ob-

served information taken from the IoT devices and sensors.

In particular, because there were several omissions in the

collected logs, we corrected them based on the rules.

The activity states of the users u are labeled as follows.

out: The timeslots that the home was empty were tabulated

by counting the number of users in the home based on

their entry and exit time information. However, when

we observed an operation of a home IoT device, we

changed the number of users in the home to 1 and set

the states of the timeslot after the time corresponding

to the change. This is because the logs included some

omissions of entries and exits. In this case, we excluded

logs of the day from the calculation of a and b.

sleep:The timeslots at night containing noise values were

lower than a threshold, and the CO2 concentration

value was higher than a threshold; the installed IoT

sensors in each home sensed the values. We defined the

thresholds by the sleeping time that we asked of the

subjects, including the noise and CO2 values of the

sleeping time. Concretely, we defined the night from

22:00 to 9:59, the noise threshold as 35 dB, and the

CO2 threshold as 1,500 ppm in home A and 400 ppm

in home B. When two sleep timeslots existed within

90 min, we labeled the timeslots between the two as

sleep, because the indicators were temporarily lowered

during sleep. When we observed an operation in sleep

states, we corrected the states to active because more

than one user was awake and active. Concretely, when

a user operated devices in the time frame of 22:00 to

4:59, we changed the user states to active before 5 h

from the time of operation; when a user operated de-

vices at the time from 5:00 to 9:59, we changed the

user states to active after 4 h from the timeslot during

which the device was operated.

active:This refers to states other than out and sleep.

Then, the usage states of device d (i.e., cooking or not) in

this evaluation are labeled as follows.

use: This refers to timeslots in which a user operates a cook-

ing appliance, including the cooking stove, microwave,

toaster oven, and rice cooker. Because the cooking con-

tinues for a certain time, we set the TC timeslots after

the operating cooking appliances as use, where the TC

is a parameter of cooking time. We did not include the

refrigerator in the cooking appliances because it is used

frequently even when users are not cooking. Further-

more, when there are two use states within 15 min, we

labeled the timeslots between the two as use.

before:This indicates the TX timeslots before use.

after:This indicates the TY timeslots after use.

none:This indicates states other than the use, before, and

after.

We labeled the home states, su,d, by combining the labeled

states of the users u and those of the devices d.

4.1.3 Metrics

We evaluated the proposed method using two metrics: de-

tection and misdetection ratios. For the simulation, we

mixed 100 anomalous operations of the cooking stove at

random times during the day. Furthermore, we considered

the actual operations of the home IoT devices originally

included in the recorded log as legitimate operations. The

detection ratio and misdetection ratio was calculated using

Equation (15) and (16).
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Detection ratio =
TP

TP + FN
(15)

Here, TP is the number of true positives of detected anoma-

lous operations; FN is the number of false negatives; and

TP+FN equals 100Ndays, where Ndays indicates the num-

ber of days included in the detection data.

Misdetection ratio =
FP

FP + TN.
(16)

Here, the FP is the number of false positives that are le-

gitimate operations the methods could not determine as

legitimate; the TN is the number of true negatives.

For the evaluation, we used cross-validation. First, we

trained the models with data for one month excluding one

day. Then, we simulated the detection of the trained model

using the excluded data. By changing the excluding day

and summarizing the detection results, we obtained a de-

tection result from the monthly data.

We changed the parameter values in each combination

respectively and collected the combinations of detection

and misdetection ratios. We describe the detection results

as figures with the misdetection ratio on the horizontal axis

and the detection ratio on the vertical axis. Thus, we only

plotted the results having the highest values on the vertical

axis among the results that were less than or equal to the

values on the horizontal axis.

Note that when the operation of the target device oc-

curred, a decision was made based on the sequence that

was generated up to and just before the operation. Hence,

the operations subsequent to the target operation were not

used for the detection of the target operation.

4.1.4 Compared methods

To evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed method, we

compared it to the other methods. Thus, we demonstrated

the improvements gained by combining the sequence infor-

mation. By comparing with the sequence-based method, we

confirmed the effectiveness of estimation of the in-home sit-

uation. The differences between the proposed method and

the compared methods are described in Table 4.

Tab. 4: Differences between the proposed and compared meth-

ods.

Method State Sequence

Proposed Estimating situation X

Estimation-based [18] Estimating situation

Sequence-based [17] Time of day X

4.1.4.1 Estimation-based anomaly detection method

We compared our new method to the estimation-based

anomaly detection method. This method estimates the

states of the home based on the sensed values and operat-

ing statuses of IoT devices. As with the proposed method,

the estimation-based method calculated the b and α using

Equations (5-9). We calculated the probability that the op-

eration was legitimate by multiplying b to α and by sum-

marizing them. If the value was higher than a threshold θ

the equation was regarded as legitimate, as shown in Equa-

tion 17.

∑

i

αT (xc−∆T )(i)b(i, xc) > θ, (17)

where xc denotes the operation of the cooking stove.

4.1.4.2 Sequence-based anomaly detection method

We compared our new method to the sequence-based

anomaly detection method [17]. This method models the

behaviors of users from sequences of events in the home

at each time of day. The sequence includes operations per-

formed within Tseq s. When this method observes a se-

quence related to the detection target operation, it counts

the number of stored equivalent sequences that occurred

during the time of day within αseq s of the observed se-

quence. When the ratio of the counted number of all stored

operations of the target device was greater than or equal

to the threshold, nseq
d

, the target operation included in the

sequence was judged as legitimate. n
seq
d

is the parameter,

and the d denotes the length of the sequence.

Anomalous operations of the cooking stove must be de-

tected immediately because such operations present higher

risks to users compared to other devices such as TVs, air

conditioners, etc. Therefore, for this evaluation, the pro-

posed and sequence-based methods could only use the se-

quences leading up to the target operations. Additionally,

the cooking stove was often operated as the first event

of a sequence when users wished to cook. These points

differ from the evaluation of the previous sequence-based

method [17].

4.1.5 Parameter values

Training and detection were performed for each combina-

tion of values set in Table 5. We simulated all combinations

with each value set for each parameter and evaluated the

detection results.
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Tab. 5: Values of parameters for the proposed and compared

methods.

Parameter Set values

TX 15, 30, 60, 100.

TY 15, 30, 60, 100.

TC 10, 15, 20, 30, 45, 60.

nl(l = 1) 0.0, 1.0× 10−7, 2.0× 10−7, . . . , 1.0.

nl(l ≥ 2) 0.0, 1.0× 10−7, 2.0× 10−7, . . . , 1.0.

Tseq 600

Lα 1, 2, . . . , 10.

LRank 0.00, 0.05, 0.10, . . . , 1.00.

αseq 0, 900, 3600, 10800, 32400, 43200.

n
seq
d

(d = 1) 0.00, 0.02, 0.05, 0.1, 0.15, 0.20, 0.25,

0.30, 0.35, 0.40, 0.45, 0.50, 1.00.

n
seq
d

(d ≥ 2) 0.00, 0.02, 0.05, 0.1, 0.15, 0.20, 0.25,

0.30, 0.35, 0.40, 0.45, 0.50, 1.00.

Tmax
Z 720

4.2 Evaluation results

The evaluation results of the proposed and compared meth-

ods for each month are shown in Fig. 3.

The proposed method achieved a higher detection ra-

tio with the same misdetection ratio of the sequence-based

method in the case of home A1, A2, . . . , A10. In particular,

compared with the highest detection ratios having less than

10% misdetections, the proposed method achieved a 46.0%

higher detection ratio than the sequence-based method in

home A10. This occurred because the proposed method

has a narrower time range regarded as legitimate than the

sequence-based method. When the sequence-based method

tries to reduce misdetections, the legitimate range is ex-

panded as the learning data increases because the devices

are operated at various times of day. In contrast, because

the proposed method estimates the state according to the

state of each day, the legitimate time range can be nar-

rowed. Furthermore, the detection of single operations by

the proposed method is another reason for its improved

performance; the single operation means that there are no

other operations before Tseq s. When the sequence-based

method cannot use short-term information, it cannot de-

termine legitimate/anomalous operations because it must

learn from only the time-of-day information. Because the

proposed method learns from the short- and long-term in-

formation, it can determine whether single operations are

legitimate or anomalous from the long-term information.

However, the detection results of the methods were almost

the same in homes B1, B2, B3, B4, and B5. In these cases,

the operations were performed at the same time of day and

were included in the same sequences. Thus, the sequence-

based method learned the behaviors accurately.

The proposed method also achieved a higher detection

ratio with the same misdetection ratio of the estimation-

based method in the case of homes A1, A2, A3, A5,

and A6. In particular, compared with the highest detection

ratios having less than 10% misdetections, the proposed

method achieved a 15.4% higher detection ratio than did

the estimation-based method in home A3. This occurred

because the proposed method can learn the relations be-

tween operations of the cooking stove and the operations

of other frequently used devices, which included air con-

ditioners, heaters, room lights, washing machines used in

the morning, and refrigerators. As an example of a legiti-

mate behavior, a user might turn off a heater before using

the cooking stove in order to regulate the ambient tem-

perature. The estimation-based method only determines

whether the users are about to cook. When users operated

non-cooking devices, the probability of cooking was only

slightly increased, and the estimation-based method could

not determine the state. However, the proposed method

can learn the behavior sequence including the operations

of such devices to grasp the legitimate operations of the

cooking stoves. In contrast, when there were fewer opera-

tions related to non-cooking devices, such as in homes A4,

A7, A8, A9, A10, B1, B2, B3, B4, and B5, the detection re-

sults of the proposed method were slightly improved. Dur-

ing the recorded months, devices such as heaters and air

conditioners were not used, and their operations were al-

most always single-use or used with cooking equipment.

Therefore, nearly all operations of the cooking stoves could

be determined as legitimate or not by estimating the home

states.

The detection results of all methods were not stable

in homes B6, B7, B8, B9, and B10. The numbers of oper-

ations included in these cases were too small to train the

behavior models sufficiently. However, the misdetections in

those homes were not significant because there were only a

small number of operations.

5 Conclusion and Future Works

To detect anomalous operation attacks on IoT devices in a

home, we proposed a detection method that estimates the

home state based on the observed values of IoT sensors and

device operations and learns the event sequences of users

in the home in each estimated state. After training, when a

device operation is observed to determine whether it is le-

gitimate or anomalous, the proposed method calculates the

occurrence probability of the sequence related to the target

operation. If the occurrence probability is lower than the
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Fig. 3: Detection results for each month’s data of each home.
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threshold, the operation is detected as anomalous. For this

evaluation, we simulated anomaly detection using behav-

ioral logs and sensor data obtained from real homes for one

month. We evaluated the improvements of the proposed

method and the effectiveness of each part by comparing

the proposed method to other methods, one of which did

not use sequence information and the other did not esti-

mate the in-home situation. We found that the proposed

method achieved a 15.4% higher detection ratio with fewer

than 10% misdetections by using the sequence information,

and it achieved a 46.0% higher detection ratio with fewer

than 10% misdetections by using the estimation of the in-

home situation. Thus, the proposed approach can analyze

the legitimate behavior of users and legitimate usages of

the IoT devices comprehensively by using long- and short-

term information, that is, by estimating the home state

transition and using the sequence of behaviors. However, a

certain amount of data was required to learn the behaviors

of users in the home.

In this study, we simulated the proposed method by

setting a cooking stove as the target device. Evaluating the

proposed method when other devices are used as detection

targets remains as a future task. Furthermore, although we

used data for one month for this evaluation, another future

task will involve collecting data for a longer period of time

and from many actual homes to verify the utility of the

method.
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